
Basin Mixer Tap Faucet -Kitchen Laundry Bathroom Sink

RRP: $304.95

Kitchen convenience and great looks are a few clicks away with the Della

Francesca Luxury Pull-Out Kitchen Mixer. And it can be yours today at a

price that can't be beat!

As you'd expect from a leader in quality plumbing products, Della

Francesca has manufactured this kitchen mixer with heavy-duty solid

brass along with a long-lasting polished chrome finish. With its long,

sweeping neck and bold lines, this mixer will be a great addition to most

any kitchen. But this mixer is not just about great looks. Courtesy of a

flexible neck, the faucet head can be pulled out and held in the hand for

more convenience and flexibility while washing dishes and doing other

chores. Reverting back to a traditional mixer is just as easy.

Your purchase of the mixer also comes with peace of mind. The mixer is

Australian Certified and Watermark approved, complying with AS/NZS

3718:2005 which ensures consumers of quality plumbing products. This

product is also WELS-approved with a 5-star water efficiency rating of 5.5

Litres per minute.

The Della Francesca Luxury Pull-Out Kitchen Mixer combines function,

designer looks and affordability. Instantly upgrade your kitchen today!

Features of the Della Francesca Luxury Pull-Out Kitchen Mixer:Features of the Della Francesca Luxury Pull-Out Kitchen Mixer:

Pull-out handheld head for convenience and flexibility
Press Button On Handheld Head For Water Spray Function
Solid brass construction
Polished chrome finish
Watermark approved; complies with AS/NZS 3718:2005
Mounting bolt, O-Ring washer, 2 hoses included
Installation instructions included

Specifications:Specifications:

Height of mixer: 409mm
Length of mixer (from body to the spout): 255mm
Height of spout (from base): 189mm
WELS Licence No:1379
WELS Code:82H09G-CHR
Model Name:82H09G-CHR
Reg. Number:T37069
Star Rating:6
Nominal flow rate: 4.5L/min
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